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CHARACTERS.

ELVA - New.

IDRIS - Office Worker.

WOMAN/CHILD - Caller.

OLD MAN - Caller.

Setting:

ELVA, a strange girl to some, holds her belongings

and scans the room. The expressions that surface

upon Elva’s face are easily readable. Whatever

invisible thing she has found here, she is

surprised by it.

It’s an office space. A clinical telemarketing

center. Only one person works Monday nights:

IDRIS.

Idris paces around the room as he speaks into a

mouthpiece on his headset.

Accustomed to working alone, Idris has no problem

making crude gestures as he engages in

conversation: scratching his crotch, picking his

nose, or adjusting his underwear.

IDRIS

(into mouthpiece)

30 minutes? That’s great! Do you feel like no one is

consistent anymore? Good. No, it’s my pleasure. Have a

blessed day.

Idris makes a motion of success, then happily

notes the time.

IDRIS

30 minutes!

In the middle of a crude gesture, Idris gets a

feeling as if he is being watched.

IDRIS

Who’s there?

Turns to find--

IDRIS

How long have you been here?
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ELVA

Me?

IDRIS

Well, come here. You’re only embarrassing yourself by

lingering in the doorway.

ELVA

I didn’t want to interrupt.

IDRIS

You know, you only get paid if you’re on the phone,

right? This back and forth--is free.

ELVA

You must be Idris.

IDRIS

And you must be very talented.

ELVA

Thanks. I had some help. You see--

IDRIS

I’m practically wearing a name tag that says ’Idris.’

Who looks more Idris than I do?

ELVA

--they told me to report to you for training.

IDRIS

So, Idris is a trainer. I train people now. Lucky lucky

lucky me.

ELVA

I can start whenever you want. I’m very patient.

Idris reacts glumly to the prospect of more work.

IDRIS

Take this. (hands her a headset) This desk is empty.

ELVA

They’re all empty.

IDRIS

No one really calls on Mondays, that’s probably why

they let you start today.

(beat)

Everyone calls on the weekends. Monday night shift

sucks. Plus, I’m senior. I get dibs on all the good

calls. What was your name again?
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ELVA

Me? I didn’t say.

IDRIS

You can make up one if you want. Some people prefer it.

ELVA

Won’t that encourage distrust?

IDRIS

Nah.

ELVA

I’m Elva. Real name.

IDRIS

Lava?

ELVA

Elva.

IDRIS

Cool. Nice to meet you.

Idris extends his hand and Elva shakes it. He

tries to pull back, but she holds onto his hand

for a moment longer. He yanks it away.

IDRIS

Ugh! Not another one.

ELVA

Do they know you’re a fraud?

IDRIS

Listen. This is a job, lady. Commission, not salary. We

don’t get benefits--I hope they told you that. Our

clients call for entertainment purposes only. All we

have to do is keep them on the line for as long as we

possibly can. Got it? That’s it.

(beat)

You can sit down now, Sabrina.

Sound of incoming call.

IDRIS

Shhh!

Idris takes the call on his headset. When he does,

a WOMAN appears on stage. Face full of concern,

she gives a look of hope as Idris answers.
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IDRIS

Hi.

(serenely)

You made a positive choice today by reaching out to me

at this critical point in your life.

WOMAN

Thanks, but I’m calling about--

IDRIS

I am the person you need to talk to the most, in order

to receive the answers you seek.

WOMAN

I only have one--(question)

IDRIS

This will be one of the most exciting readings I have

ever done!

WOMAN

But--

IDRIS

I can tell by the sound of your voice that you have a

beautiful aura, Ms. Nipple-chafer.

WOMAN

Maple-weather.

IDRIS

That’s what I said. Something wrong with your

connection?

WOMAN

Is he cheating on me?

IDRIS

I knew you were going to ask me that.

Idris winks knowingly at Elva.

WOMAN

Is it true?

IDRIS

I can tell that you have overcome a lot of difficult

situations throughout the years. Many obstacles were

thrown in your path. You didn’t have a happy childhood,

did you?
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WOMAN

No.

Elva sighs with displeasure.

Idris makes a motion for Elva to be quiet.

IDRIS

I think that it’s important to remember that the

brighter the star, the more energy you consume.

WOMAN

What?

Idris notes the time.

IDRIS

You are a strong, amazing woman and frankly, it’s

intimidating to be around you all the time.

WOMAN

Is he cheating on me?!

IDRIS

You know, you’re the type of woman who runs with

wolves. You’re ferocious. But, you’re also a

constellation. You can be wild, you can be timeless,

you could write a letter to the Dalai Lama and he might

even answer it. It’s up to you.

WOMAN

What?

IDRIS

Would you like me to start your tarot reading?

An AUTOMATED VOICE interjects.

AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)

Thank you for spending your first three minutes with

us. This call can be continued as soon as you provide

us with payment information. Please have your credit

card ready.

WOMAN hangs up. Exits.

IDRIS

Oh well. Maple-tits was never gonna pay. Everyone wants

free answers. But you get the gist. Use generalities,

fish for information, and try to sound vaguely

mystical.
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ELVA

Is anyone here legitimate?

IDRIS

Hey! I have the potential to possess psychic and or

clairvoyant abilities. Fancy, huh?

(beat)

What’s wrong? Is this a Santa Claus thing? Did I ruin

Santa Claus for you?

Sound of incoming call.

IDRIS

Okay. You think you can do better, Goody Proctor?

ELVA

Elva.

Phone rings again.

IDRIS

You have to press the button to connect.

Rings again.

IDRIS

Come on. You know what’s coming, right? How could you

possibly be scared?

ELVA

It doesn’t work that way.

A CHILD appears on stage as the phone continues to

ring.

IDRIS

Fine. I’ll just answer it, myself..

ELVA

No!

Elva takes Idris’ seat.

ELVA

Hello?

Idris fishes a binder from the desk.

IDRIS

The script!

Elva takes a deep breath, then proceeds.
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ELVA

I mean, hello. I can tell by the sound of

your..breathing..that you have a beautiful aura,

Mister..Mister T.

The Child snorts, stifling a laugh. He shushes the

other "kids" around him.

IDRIS

Ask him what fools he pities.

ELVA

You made a positive choice by reaching out to me at

this critical point in your life. This will be one of

the most exciting readings I have ever done, Mister T.

CHILD

(exaggerated "Miss Cleo" voice)

Call me now for your free readin’!! Suck it!

The Child hangs up, crumbling to the floor in a

fit of laughter.

IDRIS

1 minute. Haha. My turn.

He dumps her out of the chair.

ELVA

Ouch! That’s not fair.

IDRIS

Fair? I could give you all the requests for lottery

numbers. If you sound them out slowly, you can make a

couple of bucks.

(beat)

Cheer up, Madam Mim. It’s your first day.

ELVA

Elva.

IDRIS

You know, before this, I used to work for a sex line.

Tough job. You gotta be too creative for sex lines.

(breathily)

I’m wearing red deliciously silk pajamas that smell of

sweet dreams and feral cats. There’s a stain on the

sleeve where I wiped my white milky milk mustache--

ELVA

Stop.
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IDRIS

Your loss.

ELVA

Those poor people. They just want help. We take

advantage of them.

IDRIS

Whoa, Willow Rosenberg. I’m not hurting anyone.

ELVA

MY NAME IS FUCKING ELVA!!!!

There is quiet.

Elva begins to gather her things. Idris notes the

time.

IDRIS

(under his breath)

15 minutes.

ELVA

Is this a game to you?

IDRIS

(unbothered)

It’s a living.

ELVA

Where do you go after this?

IDRIS

Home. A karaoke bar?

ELVA

This isn’t your dream.

IDRIS

I bet you’re gonna tell me I can lose those last 15

pounds and find the girl of my dreams. Hell, why not? I

say the same shit to my callers.

ELVA

Let me do a reading.

She places a hand on Idris’s elbow. He bristles at

her touch.

The mood shifts. It’s darker.
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IDRIS

I’ll make sure you get your paycheck. What was it? A

dollar?

Idris notes the time.

IDRIS

Well, good luck. Hope you find a job less scammy than

this one.

ELVA

He’s gonna call soon, isn’t he?

IDRIS

What?

ELVA

You know this guy in real life, don’t you? But he

doesn’t know it’s you. Not anymore.

IDRIS

Listen Broom-Hilda, touching a coworker, regardless if

he’s male and you’re female..never appropriate.

ELVA

He’s late. You’re worried something happened.

IDRIS

Stop it. Stop doing that.

ELVA

Why don’t you tell him it’s you?

Sound of incoming call. Idris breathes a sigh of

relief.

He contemplates whether to tell her. He doesn’t.

IDRIS

Sometimes they just need somebody to talk to.

Phone continues to ring.

ELVA

Sometimes they want someone to give them an answer.

Therapists never give us an answer.

An OLD MAN appears on stage. The ringing stops. He

tries again.

Sound of incoming call.
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OLD MAN

Hello? (beat.) Hello? Is anybody there?

IDRIS

Yes. It’s me. I’m here.

OLD MAN

Gotta make this quick before the old bat gets out of

the shower. She hates that I have other friends.

IDRIS

That can’t be true.

OLD MAN

Yes huh. She always takes the phone away. She never

lets me go out.

IDRIS

How are you feeling today?

Old Man chuckles.

OLD MAN

It’s just the darndest thing. I remembered it

yesterday, or maybe it was two weeks ago? I can’t, for

the life of me, remember how to say my name. I think

everyone calls me by a different one.

(angrily)

There’s too many goddamn names to remember.

IDRIS

How many do you want to know?

OLD MAN

Just one. I’ve got a pen. I won’t forget it this time.

IDRIS

Don’t write on the table. Your wife doesn’t like when

you do that. There should be a pad of paper near your

elbow.

OLD MAN

(discovering pad)

Oh!

IDRIS

Good, you found it. Are you ready?

OLD MAN

Ready.
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IDRIS

Your name is Idris. I-D-R-I-S.

OLD MAN

Idris. What a strange name!

IDRIS

I know. I have the same one.

OLD MAN

Bet a lot of people made fun of us at school.

IDRIS

Not you. You were tough. You were the only one that

went to college. You became a doctor. You saved hundred

of lives.

OLD MAN

Wow..

Old Man struggles to recall his memories.

IDRIS

Idris? Are you still there?

OLD MAN

Yes. I’m still here.

IDRIS

Good.

OLD MAN

What else should I remember?

Idris turns away from Elva’s sympathetic look.

Steels himself.

IDRIS

You have a son, Idris.

OLD MAN

I do? How wonderful.

IDRIS

He’s not quite as tough as you, but he’s trying.

OLD MAN

Maybe he just needs someone to talk to.

AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)

Thank you for spending

your first three

minutes with us--

OLD MAN

Someone else is

calling me.
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AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)

This call can be

continued as soon as

you provide us with

payment--

OLD MAN

Make it stop! Please,

Idris.

AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)

Please have your

credit card--

OLD MAN

Tell her I’m still

talking to you--

IDRIS

--Dad, you have to put

in money to continue--

AUTOMATED VOICE (O.S.)

Thank you for calling

us at Visions. Have a

blessed day.

Idris flips the microphone from his headset away

from his mouth. Takes a few deep breaths. Rubs his

eyes.

ELVA

You’re a lot tougher than you think.

Idris notes the time. Begins to put on his coat.

IDRIS

Thanks. I know.

ELVA

Then why--

IDRIS

(sniffs)

I ordered a pizza thirty minutes ago. I don’t want to

pay the delivery charge.

Sound of incoming call.

Idris begins to leave.

ELVA

Wait. Me?

IDRIS

Take it. Help them.

He exits.

The phone continues to ring, as Elva slowly sits

at the desk. She puts on her headset.
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A Woman appears, distressed. Tears in her eyes.

ELVA

Hi. I can tell that you have one of the most beautiful

auras I’ve ever seen. You are a very special person.

WOMAN

Is he cheating on me?

Please.

I just want to know.

Please.

Is he?

Please.

Just tell me.

THE END.


